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Local Recovery for High Availability
in Strongly Consistent Cloud Services
James W. Anderson, Hein Meling, Alexander Rasmussen, Amin Vahdat, and Keith Marzullo
Abstract—Emerging cloud-based network services must deliver both good performance and high availability. Achieving both of
these goals requires content replication across multiple sites. Many cloud-based services either require or would benefit from the
semantics and simplicity of strong consistency. However, replication techniques for strong consistency can severely limit the availability
of replicated services when recovering large data objects over wide-area links.
To address this problem, we present the design and implementation of Z ORFU, a hierarchical system architecture for replication across
data centers. The primary contribution of Z ORFU is a local recovery technique that significantly increases availability of replicated
strongly consistent services. Local recovery achieves this by reducing the recovery time by an order of magnitude, while imposing only
a negligible latency overhead. Experimental results show that Z ORFU can recover a 100MB object in 4ms.
Index Terms—Wide-area state machine replication; Hierarchical replication; Paxos; Local recovery; Dependability analysis.
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I NTRODUCTION

Traditional desktop applications, such as word processing, email, and photo management are increasingly
moving to server-based deployments. However, moving
applications to the cloud can reduce availability because
Internet path availability averages only two-nines [1]. If
a user’s application state is isolated on a single server,
the availability for that user is limited by the path
availability between the user’s desktop and that server.
Hence, to improve availability, application state must be
replicated across multiple servers placed in geographically distributed data centers.
Replicating state across data centers, however, makes
it harder to maintain consistency across updates. Maintaining strong consistency [2] is essential for correct
system behavior for many cloud-based services. Other
services that tolerate weak consistency [3] may still
benefit from the simplified semantics offered by strong
consistency. Examples include collaborative applications,
electronic commerce, and financial analysis. The need for
strong consistency has also been recognized by prominent cloud providers [4], [5], [6].
Providing strong consistency for data hosted at multiple sites is difficult because different updates, possibly
from different users, could be directed at servers in
different data centers. Even if updates are directed to
the same server, the order in which multiple updates are
committed to application state must be the same across
all copies of the state.
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Strong consistency is typically achieved using a Replicated State Machine (RSM) model [2], based on a consensus algorithm such as Paxos [7], [8] to order state
machine operations. In this context, a fundamental requirement for strong consistency in RSMs is that 2f + 1
replicas are needed to tolerate f failures. Moreover, we
target real-world deployment with billions of objects [9]
stored across several data centers, each with tens of
thousands of machines. At this scale, there is constantly
a need to recover from common machine failures, and
to do so without human intervention.
In this paper, we address the problem of automated
recovery of RSMs across geographically distributed data
centers connected by a wide-area network. In this scenario, we identify a window of vulnerability while recovering from a failure, during which a subsequent failure
can cause the RSM to block indefinitely. This situation
demands manual recovery, which would significantly
reduce the system’s availability. This can happen if more
than f failures occur before completing recovery from
previous failures. It can also happen if the RSM state
is not synchronized with a replacement replica before a
subsequent failure occurs. Thus, despite the availability
of at least f + 1 replicas, application-level RSM state is
not synchronized sufficiently quickly to allow the RSM
to safely1 process updates. The existence of this window
of vulnerability directly affects system availability, and it
becomes particularly problematic when objects are large
or synchronization takes place over relatively slow or
congested wide-area links. These are exactly the scenarios we target.
The principal contribution of this work is Z ORFU, a
system architecture for hierarchical replication designed
to increase RSM availability by reducing the window
of vulnerability that occurs during failure recovery. To
1. An RSM needs f + 1 replicas to make progress, and remain safe.
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M OTIVATION

An RSM provides the illusion of a single highly available state machine by maintaining a copy of that state
machine at multiple replicas [7], [11]. Any replica may
receive updates at any time. To maintain the same state
across replicas, an RSM uses a consistent replicated
log [12], [13], [14] to totally order updates with a consensus protocol such as Paxos. The replicated log assigns
to every operation an index number representing the
position in the log at which the operation should be
executed by the RSM. We say that the index number of
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reach this goal, Z ORFU uses asynchronous replication
between a primary and a backup within each data center,
along with synchronous replication between primaries
across data centers.
A second contribution facilitated by Z ORFU’s architecture is a local recovery mechanism that can quickly replace
a failed replica, insulating machine failures within a data
center from replicas in other data centers. Our local
recovery mechanism makes use of a scalable and fault
tolerant software switch to hide the internal replica allocations within each data center. This allows us to recover
replica failures locally, without incurring costly widearea RSM reconfigurations, resulting in a significantly
shorter window of vulnerability. Our experimental results show that our switch adds only a negligible delay
compared to the wide-area latency. Typically, a switch
is shared across multiple RSMs, depending on the load
requirements of each RSM. To cope with a larger number
of RSMs, we simply can deploy additional switches.
Our third contribution is an analytic dependability
analysis of Z ORFU’s impact on system availability, compared to two other design alternatives (Section 7). We
show that our local recovery mechanism provides significant availability gain over the other designs.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 explains the
reasons for the window of vulnerability, and argues that
a traditional flat replication scheme is not suitable for
wide-area replication. Section 3 describes the system
model, and gives an overview of Z ORFU, followed by a
detailed description in Section 4. Z ORFU is described as
a stepwise refinement, starting from a Paxos-based state
machine implementation [7]. In Section 5 we present important design details pertaining to the software switch
and a controller infrastructure used by Z ORFU. Section 6
discuss design choices and resource costs of Z ORFU.
Section 7 contains our analytic dependability analysis. In
our experimental evaluation in Section 8, we emulated
a data center environment with ModelNet [10] in order
to test the recovery time achievable with local recovery.
We show that a 100MB object can be recovered in 4ms
(excluding detection time), which directly translates to
increased system availability. Our analysis also show
that we achieve these availability improvements while
still maintaining high performance. Finally, we discuss
related work in Section 9 and conclude the paper.
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Fig. 1. State loss due to failure during recovery.
an operation is chosen once a quorum of replicas agree
on its index number, ensuring a totally-ordered sequence
of operations. The consensus safety property states that
at most one update will be chosen for any index. As
we focus on the Paxos consensus algorithm, we refer
to this safety property as Paxos safety. The consensus
liveness condition states that the system can only make
progress when a quorum of replicas are available. More
precisely, to maintain liveness, a quorum of replicas must
be available for every index.
Consider the scenario in Figure 1 with replicas A, B, C.
At time t0 , some instances of consensus have already
completed and replica C lags behind A and B (perhaps
because it never received messages for index 2 due to
a transient network error). At t1 , replica A permanently
fails. To regain fault tolerance, replicas B and C add a
replacement replica A0 to the group at t2 for index 3.
A0 has only learned the chosen value for the index that
added it to the group, but it can participate in consensus
for indices > 3. To acquire the remaining state, A0 begins
copying the prior values from B and C. At t3 , B fails
and loses its state. Replica C has not yet copied index 2,
and replica A0 has only partially copied indices 0..2. The
system has lost the value for index 2. To maintain safety,
it must block permanently or request a human to resolve
potential conflicts. Note that, index 3 for consensus could
have blocked until A0 had recovered all of its state or C
has copied index 2, but B 0 s failure would still cause the
system to lose state and block permanently.
One can reduce the probability of losing state by
decreasing the time between replica failure and the full
availability of a new replica. This translates to improved
system availability. At first glance, a simple approach
to improve system availability would be to add more
replicas in a flat replication scheme, by increasing f ,
the number of tolerable failures. However, the message
complexity of consensus protocols is linear with the
number of replicas, and the latency is bounded by the
slowest replica in the consensus quorum. While these
requirements may not matter when the replicas are on
the same LAN, these factors can significantly hurt performance with replicas separated by high-latency, low
bandwidth links. For example, with f = 1, the consensus
latency is only that of the closer of the two replicas.
If we use f = 2, consensus would require waiting for
two wide-area replies, with increasing possibility of one
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taking longer than the other. Note that this cost is borne
even when there are no failures. Ideally, we want a
system that does not incur this additional cost in latency
or bandwidth.
While we consider a permanent failure model in this
paper, we note that, it may be possible to simply wait
for the machine to reboot to recover missing state. In
this scenario, the amount of wide-area communication
needed to re-synchronize the replica would be limited
to any missing updates during the reboot period. Unfortunately, reboot can take several tens of seconds in
the best case and since the fundamental problem with
the window of vulnerability remains, the system could
become unacceptably prone to unavailability as further
analyzed in Section 7.

3

OVERVIEW

We first state our system model and assumptions, which
is followed by a brief overview of Z ORFU.
3.1

System Model

Z ORFU provides the abstraction of a collection of highlyavailable RSMs, which higher-level services can read or
update. Each RSM has its own Paxos-based replicated
log and associated replica set. The RSM stores application state needed by cloud-based services. To meet the
demands of typical cloud services, Z ORFU must be able
to support a large number of RSMs simultaneously; for
example, one might imagine the billions of objects stored
in Amazon’s S3 [9] each being backed by an RSM.
To achieve its target of high availability, Z ORFU replicates RSM replicas across multiple data centers. Each
data center may contain up to tens of thousands of machines [15], each of which may host relevant application
and replicated log state for many RSMs.
A client interacts with Z ORFU by issuing requests to
a data center through the Internet. Clients may submit
requests to any data center hosting a replica, and the
set of data centers replicating an RSM may change
dynamically in response to failures. Typically, clients are
directed to their nearest data center in terms of latency.
We assume links connecting data centers are wellprovisioned and do not contribute to any significant
downtime. For simplicity, we ignore link downtime from
our analytic evaluation (Section 7). However, we note
that being well-provisioned, these links are different
from links between clients and data centers, for which
the general Internet path availability [1] is applicable.
Failure and Recovery Model: Traditionally, consensus
protocols assume nodes fail by crashing, but may later
recover with their state intact. In this work, we assume a
stronger notion of failure in which a machine irrevocably
loses all of its state when it fails (such as a disk loss). We
assume such a failure model because it is a pessimistic
assumption that allows us to explore worst-case recovery
times (Section 7). Specifically, we define a failed server to
be one that some other server believes to have crashed
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and will never recover. As such, failed servers must be
replaced to maintain the same degree of fault tolerance.
As Paxos, Z ORFU does not need a perfect failure detector.
Consistency Model: Unlike other wide-area replicated
services that offer high availability but only provide
weak consistency guarantees [3], Z ORFU uses a consensus algorithm to provide strong consistency. Requests to a
given RSM are executed in the same order at all replicas.
3.2

Z ORFU Overview

We now give a brief overview of the core mechanisms
used by Z ORFU to achieve its goal of high availability for
wide-area replicated services. Z ORFU’s design focuses on
decreasing the recovery time by using:
1) Hierarchical replication and
2) Local recovery within each data center (site).
By localizing recovery within the site of the failed
replica, we can keep the number of wide-area message
exchanges small, both for the common case and when
there are failures. This is a key contributor to keeping the
recovery time small, even when the RSM state is large.
Also, having fewer wide-area exchanges in the criticalpath reduces the latency observable by clients.
To facilitate local recovery, we need more replicas
at each site. This calls for hierarchical replication [16],
[17], where we distinguish between replication across
sites and replication within a site. In Z ORFU, we use
synchronous replication between sites, and asynchronous
replication within each site. Each site has a primary replica
and one or more backup replicas (we consider only
one backup here). The primaries at the different sites
maintain a replicated log, which is kept synchronously
updated with a Paxos-based RSM protocol. Within each
site, the local primary asynchronously sends updates to
the backups. Z ORFU uses asynchronous replication to
limit the amount of bandwidth needed to update the
backups; however, this means that the backups may lag
slightly behind the primary. To resolve this issue, and to
facilitate local recovery, we develop a fault-tolerant and
scalable software switching service, as discussed next.
The switching service may consist of several switch
devices, as shown in Figure 2, each acting as both a
message cache and message forwarder. A single switch
is typically shared across several RSMs. A switch directs
messages to the appropriate RSM primary, in a similar
manner to that employed by front-end load balancers
present in most data centers. In addition, a switch also
acts as a message cache for certain Paxos messages
sent by the primary. Should a primary fail, Z ORFU can
promote one of its backups to become the new primary
by sending it the Paxos state in the switch message cache.
This local recovery is transparent to the replicas at the
other sites and can be completed in milliseconds, even
for very large objects, requiring no wide-area messages.
This transparency is made possible by the switching
service and its addressing scheme, designed to isolate
local replicas from those in other sites (see Section 5.3).
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We describe the Z ORFU protocol as a stepwise refinement
starting from the Paxos state machine [7]. In Step 0 we
review Paxos and some optimizations commonly used in
Paxos-based RSMs. We then introduce a backup replica
in Step 1 and a switch in Step 2. Then in Step 3 we
explain how the switch interacts with the primary and
backup replicas to facilitate local recovery. In Steps 4-6
we add mechanisms aimed at reducing overhead. In
each step we argue that the additions and changes we
make have no adverse effect on the correctness of Paxos.

For a given index in a replicated log, Paxos provides
the safety property that at most one operation will ever
be chosen among a set of 2f + 1 replicas. Due to this
property, we can say that Paxos is safe for any number
of crash failures. Moreover, an RSM based on Paxos can
remain operational despite f crashes.
Paxos is used to consistently order operations for an
RSM. For every index, Paxos will try to decide on a value
that represents the operation to be executed at that index.
To decide on a value, Paxos may run one or more rounds.
Typically, one round is enough, but due to asynchrony
and failures, multiple rounds may be necessary.
Every round is associated with a single proposer
replica, which is the leader for that round. A proposer
can start a new round by sending a P REPARE message to
the acceptors, requesting that they promise not to accept
any old messages. Essentially, every round runs in two
phases: (1) A proposer collects a quorum of P ROMISE
messages from acceptors in response to a previously
sent P REPARE message; and (2) the proposer then sends
A CCEPT messages for some value v to acceptors, who respond by sending A CCEPTED messages to learners. The
proposer selects the value v for the A CCEPT message as
the value with the highest round among those provided
in the P ROMISE messages. Or if no values are provided
in the P ROMISE messages, any value can be chosen for v.
A value is said to be chosen when it has been accepted by
a quorum of replicas. A replica learns a value once it has
seen a quorum of A CCEPTED messages for that value. If
more than f replicas fail simultaneously, then the RSM
cannot make progress, in order to preserve safety.
Paxos optimizations: If a stable leader starts a new
index, knowing that no other leader will send P REPARE
or A CCEPT messages for that index, the leader can safely
propose any value, and thus can skip the first phase. The
leader also serves as a distinguished learner that sends
C HOSEN messages to the other replicas after receiving a
quorum of A CCEPTED responses. Next, Paxos also allows
for a simple optimization; if a replica receives a P REPARE
or A CCEPT for which it knows the chosen value, it
responds with a C HOSEN message containing this value.
Finally, if a replica believes that another replica S has
failed, it may propose a reconfiguration command to
have S removed from the RSM and replaced by a new
replica S 0 . Eventually, S is removed and S 0 is added to
the RSM. This is called a Paxos reconfiguration [7], [20],
[21] and is essential to Z ORFU.

Step 0: Paxos
Paxos [7] is a consensus algorithm that can be used to
consistently order client requests for an RSM.
Paxos is often described in terms of three separate
agent roles: proposers that can propose values for consensus, acceptors that accept a value among those proposed,
and learners that learn the chosen value. A process may
implement multiple roles, and in a typical configuration
the proposer, acceptor, and learner combine to form a
Paxos server, or replica.

Step 1: Introducing a Backup
In the Z ORFU model, the primary implements the traditional Paxos replica. Each replica site (data center) has one
primary replica per RSM. Our first change is to introduce
a backup replica for each primary, i.e. one backup per
replica site. The backup runs on a separate machine in
the same site as its primary. We assume that each site
has a pool of machines available to host replicas and
that each machine may act as both primary or backup
for multiple RSMs. Figure 2 shows an example where
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Fig. 2. An example data center configuration with primary
and backup replicas, switches, and a forwarding table.
Figure 2 illustrates a simple allocation of primary
and backup replicas to machines in a data center. This
allocation is a dynamic optimization problem that needs
to consider several constraints. These constraints may
include the expected message load for each individual
RSM and switch, the available compute resources on
machines, and so on. Similar optimization problems
have been studied extensively in previous work [18],
[19]. Here the focus is on new techniques for amortizing
the cost of replication across machines hosting RSMs and
switches. The exact choice of allocation of RSMs and
switches is highly application dependent and dynamic,
and is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 3. Z ORFU components and their queues. Each queue
may hold different sets of messages, hence the different
indices.

multiple primaries are allocated to the same machine,
and their corresponding backups are mapped to other
machines in the same site.
The backup is a standby replica used to speed up
the replacement of a failed primary. It is updated asynchronously by the primary, and hence may lag behind.
The primary simply stores received Paxos messages in a
queue and later forwards them to the backup. Thus, the
addition of a backup does not introduce any protocol
changes from the perspective of the primary. In the
remaining steps, we introduce mechanisms to recover
messages lost due to asynchronous updates, should the
backup be promoted to primary.
Step 2: Introducing a Switch
We next introduce a switch for each RSM (primary and
backup) in a replica site. Multiple RSMs may share the
same switch. Figure 3 illustrates our model for three
sites, each with one primary replica, backup, and a
switch. In case of switch failure, a new switch can replace
the failed switch as we explain in Step 3.
The purpose of the switch is to intercept and forward Paxos messages between its local primary and the
switches at the other replica sites. In this step, the switch
simply forwards messages, and thus does not introduce
any changes. The switch works with the backup to
enable local recovery without the usual reconfiguration
and state transfer required in Paxos.
Step 3: Role of the Switch
In this step of the refinement, the backup is not updated
with any state until the primary fails. The switch intercepts Paxos messages to recover the primary should it
fail. To recover a primary, the new replica must have
the same learned values and acceptor state as the failed
primary. This can be determined from the messages that
the failed primary has sent to the switch. Note that
if the failed acceptor has made a promise or accepted
a value, but has not sent any messages reflecting this
change, then we do not need to recover this update, as
it could not have been observed externally. The switch

If the switch is notified that the primary has failed,
recovery is initiated by isolating the primary. During
recovery, this site will not participate in consensus or
respond to client requests. The switch begins to store
messages and suspends message forwarding to/from
the “failed” primary, so that even if it has not actually
failed, it cannot interfere with the remaining replicas.
The primary will eventually be notified of its removal
and terminate. The switch then promotes the backup to
become primary by sending it the stored messages. The
backup applies these messages to its state, in the order
received by the switch. Algorithm 1 shows the state
maintained by a backup, and how it is updated from
the switch. After applying these messages, the backup
will have the same state as the failed primary. This new
primary notifies the switch that recovery has completed,
and the switch resumes forwarding messages. Client
requests and Paxos messages from other sites will now
be forwarded to the new primary.

Algorithm 1 Backup Update to Become Primary
1: Initialization:
2: rnd[i] ← ⊥
{Current round number of
3: vrnd[i] ← ⊥
{Round number of last vote for
4: vval[i] ← ⊥
{Value voted for in last round of
5: learned[i] ← ⊥
{Learned state of
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

index
index
index
index

i}
i}
i}
i}

on hP ROMISE, i, ni from switch
rnd[i] ← n
on hA CCEPTED, i, n, vi from switch
vrnd[i] ← n
vval[i] ← v
on hC HOSEN, i, vi from switch
learned[i] ← v

If the primary is notified that its switch has failed, a
new switch is initialized to replace the failed one. The
new switch blocks message forwarding until it receives
the necessary Paxos state from the primary. This is
important: if the switch tries to recover a backup before
having all the primary’s state, the backup will not have
the appropriate state to maintain safety. For each index
for which the primary has learned the chosen value,
it sends a C HOSEN message. For all other indices, the
primary sends A CCEPTED and/or P ROMISE messages.
If the primary is notified that the backup has failed,
it initializes a new one by sending it all of its chosen
values. With this information the new backup can, with
the help of the switch, replace the primary should it fail.
If both switch and primary fail, they will eventually
be replaced through Paxos reconfiguration and widearea state transfer.
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Step 4: Limiting Switch State by Discarding Prefixes
We now reduce the amount of state that the switch needs
to store. Upon learning a chosen value, the primary
sends that value to the backup. Once it receives chosen
values for all contiguous indices through i, the backup
notifies the switch. The switch keeps this value i in a
variable MaxForgotten, and discards its Paxos messages
for all indices through i.
If the switch is notified that the primary has failed,
it first checks that the backup is not in the process of
recovering so that local recovery may be performed. It
does this by sending MaxForgotten to the backup. If the
backup has all the chosen values through MaxForgotten,
it will copy the switch messages as discussed in Step 3
and assume the role of the primary. If the backup is
missing chosen values for any of these indices (because
it was replaced after a failure but had not completed
recovery) then local recovery cannot be performed. In
this case, the backup will be promoted to primary
through a Paxos reconfiguration and initialized through
state transfer from the other replica sites.
After a backup assumes the role of primary—either
through local recovery or a Paxos reconfiguration—a
new backup will be initialized. Recovery from switch
failure is identical to Step 3.
Step 5: Limiting Switch State by Discarding C HOSEN
We can further reduce switch state by removing the
requirement that the switch store C HOSEN messages. We
expect the backup has most of the chosen values, but
that it might be missing some of them. This is because
the backup is not kept fully synchronized with the primary, but is instead updated asynchronously. However,
the switch will contain the Paxos messages for all of
these indices, as they are guaranteed to be greater than
MaxForgotten. Thus, when being promoted to primary,
the backup will acquire the same acceptor state as the
failed primary even if it does not have the same learned
state for some indices. This new primary will be able to
learn the chosen values after recovery completes, e.g., by
running Paxos instances for these indices.
Step 6: Limiting Replica State with Snapshots
Now that we have shown how to limit the state stored
by the switch, we introduce application snapshots that
allow primaries and backups to discard Paxos state.
We define the snapshot at log index i as the state
resulting from executing all RSM commands through
index i. Replicas periodically exchange the indices of
their snapshots. When a replica learns that a quorum
of replicas have a snapshot at index at least i, then it
may discard all Paxos state up to i. Replicas will no
longer respond to Paxos messages for indices that have
been discarded; rather, we use a snapshot state transfer
mechanism similar to that of [13], [22].
Let k be the highest index proposed by the system,
let i be the primary’s snapshot index, and let j be the
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backup’s snapshot index. Z ORFU maintains the invariant
that for any site, MaxForgotten ≤ j ≤ i ≤ k (illustrated in
Figure 3). This property states that the messages stored
in the switch plus the snapshot and chosen values stored
by the backup will equal the required primary state for
local recovery. When a primary initializes a new backup,
it copies its snapshot and any chosen values larger than
the snapshot index. Should the primary fail before this
copy completes, the backup notifies the switch that it
does not have the state prior to MaxForgotten and will
fall back to a heavyweight Paxos reconfiguration and
state transfer from remote replicas across the wide-area.

5

D ESIGN D ETAILS

We now discuss certain design details important for an
implementation not covered by the protocol description.
5.1

Failure Detection

Z ORFU uses a heartbeat-based failure detector [23] as
part of a failure detection service that monitors every
machine within a site. If a machine has not sent a
heartbeat within a given timeout, the system considers it
failed; we do not distinguish between actual failure and
slowness for local failure detection. The failure detector
will notify interested parties of detected failures, which
then respond appropriately. For instance, the failure detector will notify a primary that its associated switch has
failed and vice versa. If a failed server resumes sending
heartbeats, the failure detector instructs it to deallocate
its local state so that it can be reassigned to another
RSM. Because the switch forwards all messages to the
new primary, a server that was incorrectly declared to
have failed cannot interfere with consensus; it will never
receive any new consensus messages or RSM operations.
Switches believed to have failed are similarly isolated.
The failure detection service is also used by a controller
component to assist with recovery, as described next.
5.2

Controller

As described in Section 3.1, in Z ORFU each site will have
its own primary, backup, and switch servers for every
RSM. To coordinate the assignment of server replicas,
we use a logically centralized controller per site that
has knowledge of the site’s pool of available machines.
The controller maintains two tables. The first maps RSM
identifiers to the set of machines hosting the RSM’s
primary, backup, and switch. The second table is the
inverse, mapping from a machine to a list of RSMs
hosted on that machine.
A centralized implementation does not bottleneck the
system because the controller does not participate in
most RSM requests. Rather, the controller is only consulted when an RSM is created or destroyed or when a
switch needs to look up an RSM-to-machine mapping.
The controller also initiates recovery when machines fail,
by creating new replicas or switches. Table 1 summarize
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TABLE 1
Summary of recovery actions taken by the controller, switch, and replicas. Italic indicates remote actions.
Failed Primary Actions
S
B
P
P, B
S, B
P, S
P, B, S

the recovery actions taken by the controller, switch, and
replicas for different failure scenarios.
We assume the controller itself is replicated for fault
tolerance. Should all the controller replicas fail, the mapping from RSMs-to-machines at that site would be lost.
In the rare case where a majority of replicas fail and
the controller state cannot quickly be recovered from
stable storage, we fall back to a relatively heavyweight
mechanism. The new controller broadcasts requests for
mappings to all the RSM servers in the site and uses the
responses to bootstrap the required state information.
5.3

Secondary Actions

Create new switch; Recover Paxos state from primary.
Create new backup; Recover RSM state from primary.
Promote backup; Recover missing Paxos state from switch.
Create new primary; Paxos reconfiguration and wide-area state transfer.
Create new switch; Recover Paxos state from primary.
Create new switch and primary; Paxos reconfiguration and wide-area state transfer.
Create new switch and primary; Paxos reconfiguration and wide-area state transfer.

Distributed Switches

A subtle yet important consideration for replicated services deployed across multiple sites is the naming of
the replicas in a replica set. In an architecture where
every machine makes direct network connections to
every other, each replica in the replica set is an explicitly
named (i.e. by its IP address and port) server in a particular site. The primary implication of this naming scheme
is that information local to one site, i.e., the servers in
a given replica set, must be exposed to remote sites.
This precludes the possibility of masking failures in one
site from remote sites and necessitates a sophisticated
global failure detection system to detect server failures
and a global machine allocation system to replace failed
servers. The wide-area latencies separating sites make
accurate, prompt failure detection in the face of transient
network errors difficult. Any global server allocation
strategy would potentially have to track hundreds of
thousands of machines. Both would necessitate a marked
increase in wide-area traffic.
The Z ORFU switches serve two primary purposes: forwarding messages to the appropriate RSM replicas and
storing messages to enable local recovery. The switching
service allows replicas in a replica set to be named
as sites (specifically, a single IP address and port for
each site but not assigned to an actual server) rather
than as servers within a site. This design also allows all
information pertaining to an individual site, including
failure detection and machine allocation, to remain local
within that site.
Our switch servers run on commodity hardware and
implement a scalable software switching service. Clients
and remote sites may send messages to any switch at
the destination site. When a switch receives an outgoing

Create new backup; Recover RSM state
Create new backup; Recover RSM state
Create new backup; Recover RSM state
Synchronize backup from primary.
Create new backup; Recover RSM state

from primary.
from primary.
from primary.
from primary.

message, the message is immediately forwarded to the
destination. For incoming messages, the switch checks
whether it is responsible for the RSM named in the
message, consulting the controller if it does not have an
entry in its forwarding table. If so, the switch forwards
the message to the appropriate server. Otherwise, it
forwards the message to the switch responsible for the
RSM, which it learns from the controller.
We note that all switch state, including saved Paxos
messages, constitute soft state and need not be persistently stored in the switches for correctness. Should the
switch lose any state, it may retrieve it from the authoritative source for the data, either the controller for forwarding entries or appropriate primaries for Paxos state.
If the switch does not have the necessary Paxos messages
to locally recover from a primary failure, its backup will
direct the switch to perform wide-area recovery. We also
note that while a server must process both Paxos logic
and application-level RSM logic, the switch’s processing
and storage requirements are limited to inspecting the
message type and saving certain messages. Thus, depending on the RSM resource requirements, each switch
server may forward messages for many RSMs.

6

D ISCUSSION OF Z ORFU ’ S D ESIGN C HOICES

We now contrast Z ORFU’s design choices with several
design alternatives and examine their relative costs. We
use two of these designs also in our analysis in Section 7.
6.1

Design Alternatives

In the NoBackup design, an RSM’s state resides on one
machine in each site. If a replica in one site fails, a Paxos
reconfiguration is executed adding a replica to replace
the failed one. After reconfiguration, the new replica will
restore its state from replicas at other sites.
The WARBackup design reduces recovery time by having several machines host the RSM at each site—one
serving as the primary and the others acting as backups.
This design is essentially Z ORFU’s LocalRecovery without
the switches, so every primary failure entails a Paxos
reconfiguration. Since the promoted backup may not
have the complete state of the failed primary, some
state may still need to be copied from a remote site
before the new primary can participate in processing
RSM operations. If all of the backups fail before the new
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primary can be brought up-to-date, the system will need
to fall back to the NoBackup design.
A slight variation on Z ORFU’s LocalRecovery would
be to use site-internal synchronous replication instead
of asynchronous replication, allowing a simpler switch
design without the need to maintain Paxos state. This
would impose a marginal latency overhead compared
to the wide-area latencies involved. However, asynchronous replication makes more efficient use of network
and compute resources, and this can help avoid latency
increases in highly loaded data center networks.
We also describe a Paxos-over-Paxos design which is
compatible with recovering locally. As such, this design
has recovery performance similar to LocalRecovery. The
design uses two separate synchronous replication protocols, one between sites and another within each site.
That is, replicas within a site run Paxos to agree upon
messages sent to the other sites that participate in the
global Paxos protocol. This is similar to Steward [16]
but without Byzantine fault tolerance, and would need
d(2f + 1) replicas with d sites. Paxos-over-Paxos has the
benefit of simplicity and symmetry. To support local
recovery, the primary of a site can integrate our switch’s
functionality to isolate local replicas from other sites. In
Z ORFU, we chose to keep these concerns in the switch,
separated from the primary. This keeps our primary
simple, and allows our switch to be implemented in
a programmable hardware switch, or as a module of
a middlebox component together with other front-end
functions [24], such as modules for intrusion detection,
caching, and load balancing.
6.2

For a Paxos-over-Paxos design, each site needs 2f + 1
replicas, since Paxos needs to collect f + 1 replies to
make progress with synchronous replication. However,
with Z ORFU’s switch and asynchronous replication, we
can reduce the number of replicas that need to maintain
full RSM state. Z ORFU’s switch only stores Paxos state,
typically a small fraction of the RSM state. For a single
RSM, both Z ORFU and Paxos-over-Paxos would require
the same amount of machine resources. However, a
single switch can be amortized over multiple RSMs,
as expressed with the γ parameter. If β > γ however,
i.e., there are more RSMs per machine than there are
RSMs per switch, then Z ORFU is disadvantaged. But
this is unlikely, since the CPU overhead of the switch is
much lower than a full RSM replica. Furthermore, if the
machines used for switches are dedicated to this task,
these machines could be provisioned with additional
network IO resources. We note that d and b relate to
fault tolerance, while β and γ relate to the load on
machines and switches. The machine resource costs for
the different designs are summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Comparing resource costs for the design alternatives.
Design

N = d(1 + b)R/β + dR/γ
= 6R/β + 3R/γ

(b = 1, d = 3)

Equation for N

Costa N

NoBackup (f = 1)
(2f + 1)R/β
3R/β
NoBackup (f = 2)
(2f + 1)R/β
5R/β
WARBackup
d(1 + b)R/β
6R/β
Paxos-over-Paxos
d(2f + 1)R/β
9R/β
LocalRecovery
d(1 + b)R/β + dR/γ 6R/β + 3R/γ
a

Cost Analysis

The benefits of LocalRecovery do come with a cost in
terms of using more machine resources. Below we
compare the costs for the different design alternatives.
Clearly, a plain NoBackup approach is the least costly,
but as we show in Section 7, lacks in other respects.
To compare the machine resource costs for the various
design alternatives we introduce the following notation.
Let d denote the number of sites used to host RSMs, let R
be the total number of RSMs hosted by each site, and let
β be the average number of RSMs that share a machine.
Thus, each site needs R/β machines. The number of sites
d supported by a particular design is typically tightly
coupled with f , the number of replica failures that can
be masked. It is clearly possible to configure multiple
RSM replicas to reside in the same site, but that would
lead to asymmetry in the links between RSM replicas.
For WARBackup and LocalRecovery, there are exactly one
primary and b backups in each site. For LocalRecovery
we also rely on switches. Let γ be the average number
of RSMs per switch. Thus, each site needs R/γ switches.
Then, consider the resources N needed for LocalRecovery:

8

Cost is given in terms of RSMs, R, average number of RSMs per
machine, β, and average number of RSMs that share a switch, γ.
Where relevant we use d = 3 sites, b = 1 backup, and f = 1.

7

D EPENDABILITY A NALYSIS

Next, we analyze the benefits of Z ORFU’s LocalRecovery
design with respect to reducing the window of vulnerability. In LocalRecovery, the application and Paxos state
stored in primaries is replicated either on a local backup
or on a local switch. We evaluate the significance of each
of these components by comparing LocalRecovery with
two other designs—NoBackup and WARBackup.
Figure 4 shows the advantages of our LocalRecovery
design by comparing the total time taken to recover,
as well as the window of vulnerability for losing state
during recovery. We note that contention for the next
available index may prolong the reconfiguration window
(Section 8.2) for NoBackup and WARBackup.
7.1

Markov Dependability Models

To compare LocalRecovery with the other designs, we
constructed a Markov dependability model [25] for each
design. The goal of these models is to compare the
designs with respect to the expected time until first RSM
failure, denoted MTFF = E[TF F ], and the RSM availability. An RSM becomes unavailable when it reaches
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Design

NoBackup

(1)

X

(2)

(3)

WARBackup

(1)

X

(2)

(3)

LocalRecovery

(1)

X

(2)

(1) Normal operation
(2) Failure undetected
(3) Reconfiguration at index x; backup @ index k
(4) Wide-area recovery from k to x

(4)

(1) Normal operation
(2) Failure undetected
(3) Local recovery

(3)

(1) Normal operation
(2) Failure undetected
(3) Reconfiguration at index x
(4) Wide-area recovery up to index x

(4)

X
X ...

Failure
Recovery Complete
Window of Vulnerability

Fig. 4. Comparison across design alternatives of timelines for recovery from failure.

a Markov state wherein processing operations would
violate Paxos safety. An RSM is distributed over 2f + 1
sites, where f is the number of replica failures that can be
masked. Moreover, since replicas are distributed across
the sites, f also corresponds to the number of site failures
that can be masked. We assume a fixed f =1, except for
NoBackup where we also consider f =2, i.e., replicas at
five sites. All application state is stored on one primary
per site. For WARBackup and LocalRecovery, there is also
one backup for each RSM per site.
µnp
3λp

2λp

2p*

Failed

µm

(a) NoBackup (f = 1)

TABLE 3
Failure rates and restore times for the different designs.
NB=NoBackup, WB=WARBackup, LR=LocalRecovery .

µnb
µm

2p1b*

λb
3λp

2λp

2λp

2λb
2p3b
µnb

3p2b

µpb

2λb
µnb

2p0b*

µnb
3λp

3p1b

λb

2p1b

3λp

3λb
µnb

2λp

λb

2p2b
µpb

3p3b

λb

Failure
rate (λ)

µnp

µnp

Failed

2p2b*

λb

µpb

µnp

3p0b

Restoration
time (µ−1 )

3p

failures to another state with fewer failures. To determine
the availability of a design we introduce µm , denoting
manual restore from a down state to the fully operational
state. We assume an idealized scenario in which no logical failures or failure of the recovery mechanism occur.
We omit a visual representation of the Markov model
for LocalRecovery because it involves three different entities with quite complicated failure patterns. Instead,
we have programmatically generated an accurate model
representation based on the behaviors of LocalRecovery
(partially illustrated in Table 1). The generated model is
used in our analysis below, and consists of 512 states. The
model could have been simplified significantly, but to
obtain numerical solutions this is not necessary. See [25]
for additional details on the modeling framework.

µnb

Parameters
Primary
Backup
Switch
Promote backup to primary
Replace primary (remote copy)
Replace backup (local copy)
Replace switch (local init)
Local recovery
Manual restore

NB
WB
LR
λp
(50d)−1 and (100d)−1
λb
(50d)−1 and (100d)−1
λs
(50d)−1 and (100d)−1
−1
µpb
—
10s - 5m —
µ−1
5h
5h
np 5m - 5h
µ−1
—
1h
1h
nb
µ−1
—
—
10s
ns
µ−1
—
—
3.6s
lr
µ−1
5h
5h
5h
m

(b) WARBackup (f = 1)

Fig. 5. Markov model for two design alternatives.
In modeling the different designs (Figure 5), we examine
all the operational states (circles) and the down states
(squares). Each up state is identified by XpY b, where X
and Y represent the number of primaries and backups,
respectively. States annotated with a * indicate that widearea recovery is necessary. In the models, the order in
which the replicas fail is not important, and hence we
can represent several failure modes with fewer states.
In each model different failure rates, denoted λ, lead to
different states, weighted by the number of entities that
may fail from that state. The restore rates, denoted µ,
represent the expected time to recover from a state with

7.2

Analysis Results

We now evaluate the expected time to first failure and
unavailability for the Markov models above, under three
different operating regimes. The results were obtained
using a Mathematica package for symbolic and numerical
dependability analysis of Markov models [26]. Table 3
describes the notation used in the models and the parameter values used in the analysis.
We conduct our analysis for two values of λ−1 =50
and 100 days. The former is representative of machine
reliability observed in cloud infrastructures [27], while
the latter represents more reliable and costly hardware.
As our analysis show, more reliable hardware benefits
NoBackup more than LocalRecovery. However, since we
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TABLE 4
Unavailability and MTFF of an RSM for the different design alternatives.
(a) NoBackup, λ−1 = 50d
f =1
f
−1
µnp
MTFF
U
MTFF
5h
5.6y 1.0 · 10−3
136y
1h 27.5y 2.1 · 10−4 3310y
5m 329y 1.7 · 10−6 473687y

(c) WARBackup, λ−1 = 50d

(b) λ−1 = 100d

=2
U
4.2 · 10−6
1.7 · 10−7
1.2 · 10−9

f =1
f
MTFF
U
MTFF
22.1y 2.6 · 10−5
1070y
110y 5.2 · 10−6 26389y
1315y 4.3 · 10−7 3.8 · 106 y

=2
U
5.3 · 10−7
2.2 · 10−8
1.5 · 10−10

f =1
µ−1
U
pb MTFF
5m 329y 1.7 · 10−6
1m 1644y 3.5 · 10−7
10s 9863y 5.8 · 10−8

(e) LocalRecovery, λ−1 = 50d

(f) λ−1 = 100d

P =Primary, B=Backup, S=Switch, =Down.
f =1
Up states for one Data Center
MTFF
U
P : {P , P S, P B , P BS}
2961y
1.5 · 10−10
BS : { BS, P , P S, P B , P BS}
1.97 · 106 y 7.5 · 10−11

f =1
MTFF
U
21291y
1.5 · 10−11
3.15 · 107 y 4.7 · 10−12

specifically target a cloud environment, our analysis
focus on the most representative failure rate. The manual
restore rate is fixed to µ−1
m =5h for all designs. A higher
manual restore rate would negatively impact NoBackup,
while LocalRecovery see almost no negative impact, even
for very long restore rates. For the remaining parameters,
we refer to Table 3, and argue that the various restoration
times are representative. For example in WARBackup
and LocalRecovery, we fix the time to replace a primary
across the wide-area to µ−1
np =5h, and to replace a backup
from a local primary to µ−1
nb =1h. These numbers could
represent an RSM with a 2GB state size, and link capacities reserved for recovery of 1Mbps for WAN and
5Mbps for LAN. For NoBackup, µ−1
np varies from 5 hours
to 5 minutes, representing different RSM state sizes to
be recovered over the wide-area. For WARBackup, we
employ a µ−1
pb that varies from 5 minutes to 10 seconds, representing the time to promote a backup to
become primary. Note that, although our experimental
evaluation (Section 8) shows that LocalRecovery can be
−1
completed in a few milliseconds, we use µlr
=3.6s to
account for failure detection time. Table 4 gives the
results of our analysis.
LocalRecovery (Table 4(e)) is evaluated for two interpretations of availability. In the first model (P), a site is
considered to be up iff its primary is up. This is technically accurate, because only the primary can respond
to requests. However, the backup and switch together
have the same state as the failed primary, so we also
evaluate a model (BS) treating a site as up if its backup
and switch are up. This is reasonable since LocalRecovery
will restore the primary in at most a few seconds; clients
would experience a slight delay, typically accepted by
users of Internet services.
As the results show, NoBackup (f = 1) has what seems
to be “good enough” MTFF numbers for a practical
deployment. But recall that these numbers represent
idealized failure assumptions, and thus it is desirable
to further increase the MTFF. This is accomplished by
reducing the time to recover from a failure, which is a
distinguishing characteristic between the designs. Thus
as expected, WARBackup and LocalRecovery significantly
increase MTFF. Note the difference in MTFF between the
P and BS models. This is due to the P model accounting

(d) λ−1 = 100d
f
MTFF
1315y
6576y
39452y

=1
U
4.3 · 10−7
8.7 · 10−8
1.4 · 10−8

for a small delay, while a backup and switch is recovering a primary, as a down state. On the other hand, there
is only a relatively minor difference in unavailability for
the two models.
NoBackup (f = 1) only provides 2-3 nines of availability for recovery times of 1-5 hours, which is much less
than the target of five nines desired by many services.
NoBackup (f = 2) does provide this availability, but
at the expense of potentially longer latencies for every
request, significantly increased message complexity and
bandwidth requirements, and higher processing requirements, as the resources needed by Paxos grows linearly
with f . Note that both LocalRecovery models yield better
availability than NoBackup (f = 2).
Beyond the benefits of fewer messages and processing
for every request relative to NoBackup (f = 2), WARBackup and LocalRecovery greatly reduce the bandwidth
needed between sites for most types of recovery. If
services already use most of their bandwidth running
consensus for normal operations, then having to periodically transfer large amounts of state between sites
for recovery may cause contention for bandwidth and
disrupt system throughput. Services may avoid a drop
in operational throughput by throttling recovery traffic,
but this will further increase the window of vulnerability,
prolonging the time to recover.
WARBackup and LocalRecovery also minimize disruption experienced by clients. Services try to direct clients
to the site that provides the best performance, significantly reducing the latency for client requests. While
the primary at that site is recovering, client requests
must be redirected to a different replica, increasing the
network delay for those requests. Because LocalRecovery
can recover very quickly, on the order of milliseconds,
a small amount of buffering in the switches will allow
services to completely mask a primary failure from the
client, providing significantly improved responsiveness
and performance.
Other factors not accounted for in our analysis, such as
correlated failures, logical failures, power outages, and
security threats will likely lead to lower availability than
what is shown in Table 4. However, what our analysis
does show is that by using LocalRecovery, we can shift the
“bottleneck” for RSM availability to these other factors.
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Fig. 6. Recovery time for a single RSM (seconds). Local recovery took 4ms. Top: 1MB object. Bottom: 100MB object.

8

E VALUATION

Our experimental evaluation aim to demonstrate that
Z ORFU significantly reduces the recover time relative to
other techniques and that it increases the availability of all
RSMs. We implemented Z ORFU and a replicated object
store using the C++-based M ACE [28] toolkit for building
distributed systems. The object store provides highly
available storage for arbitrary blob objects on top of
Z ORFU. Clients use it through the following API:
Create(obj)
Read(obj, offset, size)
Update(obj, offset, buffer)
Truncate(obj, size)

8.1

create a new object with name obj
read size bytes from offset
write the buffer to offset
truncate the object to size bytes

Experimental Setup

We use ModelNet [10] to emulate the environment necessary to perform our evaluation. In our setup, three
data centers (A, B, and C) are pairwise-connected by
100Mbps links. To emulate a realistic geographic separation between data centers, we assign 10ms of latency
between A-B, 20ms between A-C, and 50ms between
B-C. Each data center consists of a switch and four
servers each running on dedicated physical machines.
For experiments using backups, we use one backup per
RSM for each data center. Clients are connected to data
centers over an 8Mbps, 2ms link, and are multiplexed
onto three machines, up to four clients per machine. We
configure ModelNet so that traffic local to a data center
uses the physical GbE switch rather than going through
ModelNet. Each machine has a 2.13GHz quad-core Intel
Xeon CPU, 4GB RAM, and 1Gbps Ethernet.
To evaluate the three different recovery designs, we
use the same system implementation with varying configurations for the number of backup servers (including
none). Because we use the same system for all designs,
our evaluation includes a version of NoBackup and WARBackup using switches (that do not maintain Paxos state),
even though these designs could also operate without a
switch. However, the overhead of the switch in these
experiments is negligible.
8.2

Time to Recover

We measure the breakdown of recovery time for the
three designs NoBackup, WARBackup, and LocalRecovery,

for two different object sizes of 1MB and 100MB. For
each of these six experiments, a single client connects to
data center B and begins issuing 4KB pipelined updates
with up to 64 outstanding, up to a total of 15000 updates.
At approximately 10 seconds into the run, we kill the
server acting as the primary replica at data center B.
Figure 6 shows the resulting recovery timeline for the
six experiments.
These graphs illustrate how quickly Z ORFU recovers
relative to the other two design choices. Because no
Paxos reconfiguration or wide-area data transfer is required, the switch can promote a backup to replace the
failed replica in just a few milliseconds, a time too small
to be pictured on the graphs. For both 1MB and 100MB
objects, the recovery completes in 4ms; because local
recovery only copies the most recent Paxos messages,
it is independent of object size. Indeed, local recovery
is dominated by the failure detection time, or approximately 500ms for our failure detector.
Figure 6 plot timeline graphs for each experiment, split
into different time shares for each phase of recovery.
Local recovery completes in just two phases: 1) time to
detect failure, and 2) copy Paxos state (too small to plot
on a second time scale). For the other two designs, we
break wide-area recovery time into five phases:
1) Failure Detection Approximately 500ms.
2) Reconfiguration Initiation This phase accounts for
the switch querying the remote replicas for their highest chosen index for the relevant RSM. We note that
the NoBackup results reflect expected recovery times for
Z ORFU when it experiences simultaneous failures of the
primary and all backups, and that WARBackup reflects
the scenario when the switch has lost its Paxos state,
preventing local recovery.
3) Unsuccessful Reconfiguration Attempts A reconfiguration proposal may not be chosen at the requested
index because of contention with other proposals. This
contention is still possible even when using a leader that
limits its number of outstanding proposals to some fixed
amount α. One of the other replicas may be lagging,
then believe that the leader has failed and attempt to
initiate reconfiguration. Because the replica was lagging,
it does not know the last index at which the leader
issued a proposal, so it cannot compute the correct next
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Fig. 7. Client throughput during failure of its local replica. Left: 1MB object. Right: 100MB object.

uncontested index, even though it knows that should be
α after the last index.
4) Successful Reconfiguration This represents the time
for three-phase Paxos to choose the Paxos configuration
for an uncontested index. Once completed, the replacement replica has been added to the configuration.
5) Wide-area Data Copy As soon as the reconfiguration
completes, the new replica begins transferring state from
other wide-area replicas to bring itself up-to-date. Even
without LocalRecovery, having a local backup vastly reduces the amount of data that must be copied—and the
window of vulnerability—for larger objects.
Figure 7 shows the effect of the replica’s failure on
the client’s throughput. The failure of the client’s local
replica represents the worst possible failure condition
from that client’s perspective, as some of the client’s
outstanding requests are lost when the failure occurs.
Throughput is sampled once per second. The effect of the
failure is much more pronounced for a 100MB object, as
the service is unavailable from the client’s perspective
while the wide-area data transfer portion of recovery
is taking place. We note that for any of the recovery
scenarios, the client could have maintained throughput
even during recovery by sending its requests to one of
the other replicas.

9

R ELATED W ORK

We build on a large body work, in particular protocols for building replicated state machines for fault
tolerance [7], [11], virtual synchrony for ordering requests [29], and replicated logs [12]. Recent efforts have
focused on making Paxos perform well in real-world usage scenarios, and [30] provides a thorough specification
and evaluation of Paxos. Researchers at Google [14] have
provided insight into how a real-world Paxos implementation handles different classes of failures not explored
in the original protocol. While Paxos can be made very
efficient in LAN environments, latency becomes an issue
in wide-area settings. Mencius [31] delivers high performance for Paxos in a wide-area setting by partitioning
the leader role for proposals among replicas in a roundrobin fashion. However, the focus of Mencius is on widearea performance, and it provides the same availability
as classic Paxos [7]; however, their approach could be

combined with Z ORFU. EPaxos [32] is another Paxos
variant designed for high performance in the wide-area.
EPaxos takes advantage of the insight that for many
workloads, it is not necessary to enforce a consistent
ordering for commands that do not interfere with each
other. They avoid the bottleneck of a global leader, and
instead use a separate leader for each command together
with a fast-path quorum to detect conflicting commands.
Without conflicts, commands can be committed quickly.
Steward [16] addresses the problem of providing Byzantine fault tolerance in a wide-area setting consisting of
a number of wide-area sites containing several server
replicas. Steward also takes a hierarchical approach in
which a BFT protocol is used within each site, and
a Paxos-like protocol is used across wide-area sites.
Steward requires 3f + 1 replicas at each site to tolerate f
failures at any site. More generally, given the large number of RSMs and machines in our target environment,
we believe the overhead for variations of hierarchical
replication to be prohibitively high. As we discussed
in Section 6, a scaled-down version of Steward could
use 2f + 1 replicas in each site, but with our switch we
can more easily share machine resources.
Previous systems have addressed the challenge of
achieving high availability over wide-area networks
by relaxing consistency guarantees [3]. Z ORFU guarantees strong consistency, which is important for a range
of cloud computing services. Windows Azure Storage
(WAS) [5] is a highly-available cloud storage service
claiming to provide all three properties of the CAP theorem [33] by using an underlying append-only storage
together with mechanisms for sealing append data only
when enough replicas has seen the update. In WAS, synchronous replication is used within a data center, while
asynchronous replication is used across the wide-area.
This removes the wide-area latency from the criticalpath, making the trade-off that a data center failure may
lead to data loss. In Z ORFU we took the opposite design
choice, requiring a majority of replica sites commit to
a request. The wide-area recovery performance of WAS
is not evident from [5]. Similar to Z ORFU, Megastore
from Google [4] is also based on a synchronous widearea Paxos, but does not asynchronously update a local
backup in each data center. Instead they provide a spe-
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cial coordinator service to facilitate fast reads. BigTable
is used for storage. Like Z ORFU, SMART [13] attempts to
decrease the amount of state transferred during recovery.
It does this by letting new replicas use part of all the
other co-located replicas’ shared state. Similarly, [34] uses
linear programing to compute a schedule for faster state
transfer from the remote replicas. Z ORFU could leverage
such techniques, but our local recovery mechanism will
render these wide-area copies rare.
Our main contribution is on reducing the window of
vulnerability during failure recovery. Recovery-oriented
computing [35] shares our goal of increased availability
by decreasing recovery time from inevitable failures,
rather than by trying to prevent them. Recovery has also
been studied extensively in the context of group communication and CORBA. FT CORBA [36] standardizes
mechanisms such as a generic factory, a logically centralized replication manager (our controller), and a fault
monitoring architecture. Several frameworks [37], [38],
[39], [40] that draw inspiration from the standard have
been implemented. These frameworks use a centralized
controller like Z ORFU, except [40] where the controller is
distributed among the replicas. Although [39], [40] also
target wide-area replication, none of these frameworks
provide a local recovery mechanism.

[2]
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[11]
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10

C ONCLUSION

We consider a practical problem in the deployment of
a distributed service with strong consistency: how does
one recover from server failures? We show that the
solution to this problem has a significant impact on
the availability of services, such as a data store. Our
solution, Z ORFU, provides a scalable implementation of
local recovery that significantly reduces the window of
vulnerability during failure recovery. We show that this
results in much lower probability of system failure than
to simply increase the number of replicas. We derive
Z ORFU from Paxos and evaluate its availability both
analytically and experimentally. Our results show that
the recovery time for individual failures is reduced by
more than an order of magnitude over conventional
recovery techniques, thus providing high availability.
In summary, Z ORFU provides cloud-based services with
the simplicity of strong consistency semantics and high
availability, while still maintaining high performance.
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